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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 61455 6.3 1.8 10 62.7 99.9
2 61398 5.9 1.8 10 59 99.8
3 61089 5.1 1.9 10 51.3 99.3
4 58807 5 2.4 10 49.8 95.6
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Answer all the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘At war with World of Warcraft’,
written by Tamara Lush.

The passage on the opposite page, ‘Want to Be Smarter? Play Computer Games’,
is an internet report written by Erika Andersen.

Read the first page of the newspaper article in the separate Resource Material: ‘At war with 
World of Warcraft’.

1. Explain how gaming affected Ryan Van Cleave’s life. [10]

  

  

  

 
 	
 	

 

 CBAC Ltd.





Sticky Note
Valid, sensible explanation





Sticky Note
Some selection. Relies on the text.





Sticky Note
Detailed, well considered and interpretation emerging.





Sticky Note
Well considered.





Sticky Note
Some range, some cohesion.
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Answer all the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘At war with World of Warcraft’,
written by Tamara Lush.

The passage on the opposite page, ‘Want to Be Smarter? Play Computer Games’,
is an internet report written by Erika Andersen.

Read the second page of the article.

2. According to this part of the article, why is World of Warcraft a dangerous game? [10]

 CBAC Ltd.

















Sticky Note
Limited sense of the question. Relies on copying.









Sticky Note
Clear and methodical









Sticky Note
Some relevant evidence. Limited sense of the task. Unhelpful approach.
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Answer all the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘At war with World of Warcraft’,
written by Tamara Lush.

The passage on the opposite page, ‘Want to Be Smarter? Play Computer Games’,
is an internet report written by Erika Andersen.

Read the first page of the newspaper article in the separate Resource Material: ‘At war with 

Read the internet report on the opposite page.

3. How does the writer try to persuade us that gaming is a beneficial activity? [10]

 CBAC Ltd.









Sticky Note
Unconvincing









Sticky Note
A lot of spotting, but relevant.













Sticky Note
Some range, some cohesion.Explains literally and lacks method.





Sticky Note
Thin. Simple comments.
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Answer all the following questions.

The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘At war with World of Warcraft’,
written by Tamara Lush.

The passage on the opposite page, ‘Want to Be Smarter? Play Computer Games’,
is an internet report written by Erika Andersen.

To answer the next question you will need to refer to both texts.

4. Compare and contrast what the two texts say about computer games. [10]

Use the following headings in your answer:
• The possible effects of computer games on health;
• The possible effects of computer games on behaviour.

You must make it clear from which text you get your information.

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.















Sticky Note
Ok. Sees both sides here.











Sticky Note
Clear and coherent.









Sticky Note
Identifies writers/texts.Limited range.Unhelpful approach.
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UNIT 1: READING (HIGHER TIER) (40 marks) 
 


Read the first page of the newspaper article in the separate Resource Material: ‘At war with 
World of Warcraft’. 
 
Q.1  Explain how gaming affected Ryan Van Cleave’s life. [10] 
 


This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, to make appropriate 
references to text and to sustain an interpretation.  


 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 
Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments or unsupported assertions with occasional 
reference to the text, or copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the 
question and/or the text. 
 
Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text or show some limited development. These answers may be thin or tending to 
be unselective in their choice of textual material. 


 
Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who reach a valid, sensible explanation based on a 
range of appropriate evidence from the text. These answers should show understanding and 
some cohesion.  


 
Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who reach a detailed and well-considered 
interpretation based on methodical exploration of the text. These answers should be thorough, 
selective and coherent. 


 
Points to explore: 


 It makes him an “addict” / “consumed” gaming takes over his life 


 “almost lost everything” dramatic impact on his life – virtually destroyed it 


 “little time for his real life” caused him to ignore/detach from his family 


 “dominated everything” it became his sole priority – work comes second to gaming 


 “squeeze in computer time” makes him desperate to catch a few computer seconds  


 “microwave meals, energy drinks” willing to sacrifice health - convenience a priority  


 “better than everyday life” he feels the virtual world is better than the real one 


 “arguing with his wife” strain/burden/impact on marriage 


 “like a god” he enjoys the control and power offered by gaming 


 “The real world makes me feel useless” virtual world superior/real life inadequate 


 “life should have been perfect” ruined their lives 


 “late for her first ultrasound scan” neglects family/changes priorities 


 “stealing away” knows his addictive behaviour is wrong but unable to stop 


 wife is “disgusted” impacts relationship – abdicated responsibility/abandons them 


 “abandon her and their new baby” reckless/isolates himself/selfish 


 “life began to fall apart” risks everything/totally consumed by gaming 


 “began to feel that others at work disliked him” paranoid/isolated 


 “buried himself” escapism – retreats/withdraws to the computer when things get tough 
 


Overview: 


 His life revolves around the computer/ it dominates his life 


 He knowingly neglects family/professional life – becoming anti-social and isolated 


 He feels like the computer is the only place where he has control/feels good – elsewhere 
inadequate 


 
This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and reward 
valid alternatives.  
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Read the second page of the article. 
 
Q.2 According to this part of the article, why is World of Warcraft a dangerous game?  [10] 
 


This question tests knowledge and use of text and inference. It also tests appreciation of 
language.  


 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 
Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments or unsupported assertions with occasional 
reference to the text, or copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the 
question and/or the text. 
  
Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text or show some limited development. These answers may be thin or tending to 
be unselective in their choice of textual material. 


 
Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who reach a valid, sensible explanation based on a 
range of appropriate evidence from the text. These answers should show understanding and 
some cohesion.  


 
Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who reach a detailed and well-considered 
interpretation based on methodical exploration of the text. These answers should be thorough, 
selective and coherent. 


 
Points to explore: 


 “hard to resist” powerfully tempting/addictive/struggles to avoid it 


 “doesn’t end…goes on and on…” perpetual/constant challenge/inescapable  


 “obsession” potential to dominate your life like it did to Van Cleave 


 “never get enough” highly addictive – never satisfied 


 “effects…not to be taken lightly” should be recognised as a major problem 


 “suffering from exhaustion”, “eyesight strain” causes physical illnesses 


 “playing for 50 hours straight” obsessional/ridiculous/consuming 


 “obsessional behaviour…paranoia” psychologically damaging 


 “neglected their children” wider family impact - not just the gamers who suffer 


 “mesmerised” captivating - almost to a hypnotic level 


 “similar to gambling addiction” – compared to well-known dangerous habit  


 “60 hours a week”, “18 hours straight” all-encompassing/time consuming 


 serious of effects on Van Cleave – loses job 


 withdrawal symptoms like a drug addict 


 “heard it all before … no confidence that he would stop” addicts often return to gaming / wife loses 
faith 


 “his students spend much of their lives online” computer use is widespread 


 “Games are fine if they are part of a balanced life” – dangerous if not 


 picture of players – intense concentration/anti-social/fully focused/look anxious 


 “cataclysm” used on picture – synonymous with catastrophe 
 


Overview: 


 The game is hugely addictive – consuming/compulsive 


 The game is dangerous due to its continual evolution/development/endlessness 


 Dangerous due to health effects 


 Dangerous due to the effects on others 


 Dangerous because it is so widespread/common 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and reward 
valid alternatives.  
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To answer the next question you will need to refer to both texts. 
 


Q.4  Compare and contrast what the two texts say about computer games?   
 


Use the following headings in your answer: 


 The possible effects of computer games on health;  


 The possible effects of computer games on behaviour. 
  


This question tests the ability to select material appropriate to purpose and to collate material from 
different sources.  
 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 


 


Give 1 mark to those who copy unselectively with little sense of the question (fails to identify 
texts/writers).  


 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who identify the texts/writers and see a limited 
range of points and show some ability to make comparisons. 


 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who identify the texts/writers and see a range of 
valid points and organise the answer clearly and appropriately to collate material from different 
sources and make comparison and cross-references. 
 
Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who identify the texts/writers and see a wide range 
of valid points and organise the answer clearly and appropriately to collate material from different 
sources and make comparisons and cross-references. These answers will be clear and coherent. 
 
Effects on health: 
 
The newspaper article 


 poor diet / microwave meals 


 obsessional behaviour / paranoia / insomnia / addicted 


 exhaustion / eyesight strain 


 stomach/head hurts / sweating / withdrawal symptoms 


 unwell 
 


The Internet report  


 sleep deprived 


 improves your brain 


 depression / anxiety / chronic pain (can cause or solve these) 


 epilepsy / repetitive strain 


 makes you happy 
 


Effects on behaviour: 
 


The newspaper article 


 immersed / mesmerised (addicted / paranoid / obsessed – if not given above) 


 stealing away / secretive / isolated / ignores family or friends / eating alone etc. 


 argumentative (with wife) 


 neglects family or himself / irresponsible 
 


The Internet report 


 can be obsessive 


 can help you be creative / solve problems 


 helps you work in a team / be sociable 


 helps you learn to win and lose correctly 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and reward 
valid alternatives.  
 


Candidates must make it clear from which text they get their information. 
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Read the internet report on the opposite page. 
 


Q.3  How does the writer try to persuade us that gaming is a beneficial activity?  [10] 
 


This question tests the ability to follow an argument, distinguish between fact and opinion and 
evaluate how information is presented.   


 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make unsupported assertions or simple comments with occasional 
reference to the text, or copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the 
question and/or the text.  


 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text and/or show limited development. These answers may be thin or tending to be 
unselective in their choice of textual material, or use unsupported/inappropriate spotting of 
devices. 


 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who make valid comments based on a selection of 
appropriate detail from the text. These answers will probably rely on spotting factual content. 
Better answers may show some awareness of authorial method and/or language, although they 
may rely on spotting key words and phrases. 


 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who explore the text in detail and make valid 
comments/inferences. The best answers should combine specific detail with overview and show 
understanding of authorial method and/or language. 


 


Points to explore: 


 Title – rhetorical question then instructive solution gives a benefit - i.e. becoming smarter 


 Acknowledges opposing view “jobless…sleep deprived” but dispels these as a stereotype 


 Gives immediate positive benefits “key skills” and “improve your brain” 


 Uses a professional - game designer Jane McGonigal - to add weight to view of "passion" 


 Quotes from McGonigal “improve real lives” emphasis on benefits 


 Statistical evidence “100,000” have used the game to tackle health issues (vast number) 


 Lists illnesses that can be addressed by gaming – major problems “depression … anxiety” 


 “not alone in her passion” many other advocates for gaming/support 


 “real benefits” repetition of “real” and continual focus on reality/importance 


 Real benefits to everyday skills acquired “how to solve problems”  


 Additional expert Alan Weiss – health expert (not computer expert) supports the argument 


 Talks about groups/work “vital skill” developed through games which help in real life 


 Focus on the word “teaching” in the headings suggesting an educational value to gaming 


 Blunt approach about winning/losing – criticises the false culture of everyone winning  


 Acknowledges the counter argument “epilepsy” but moves quickly on to additional positives 


 “make you happy” appeals to positive feelings 


 Talks about “choose” suggesting free choice – it’s up to the gamer and it is “hard work” 


 “go past our limitations” makes us better people 


 “mastery” makes it sound like the gamer has the potential for perfecting skills 


 “we get smarter” repeats the real benefits 


 “consider it brain food” effective conclusion – links to title 
 


Method 
 


 Use of expert opinion Alan Weiss / Jane McGonigal 


 Direct appeal to the audience and the direct ways it can benefit the individual 


 Listing/exemplification of the many benefits/skills (“especially for kids”) 


 Ability to acknowledge the counter argument and refute it 


 Subheadings in bold stress range of benefits/all positive and summarise the section 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and reward 
valid alternatives.  
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